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Abstract

Ryukyu Onnetus therapy has been established including “nutrition therapy” based on molecular physiology and nutrition and “thermal therapy”

using far-infrared rays and micro-gamma rays. And Ryukyu hyperthermia suggests a very simple treatment philosophy that “stimulates

metabolism with heat and nutrition, and boosts immunity”. Over the past 14 years, over 20,000 patients have been tested for efficacy and safety

through nutritional guidance and hyperthermia. The purpose of this study was to confirm the results of Ryukyu hyperthermia “molecular

physiology and nutrition + hyperthermia” once again by blood test results. “Nutrition therapy” and “thermal therapy” were administered to 2

patients diagnosed with pancreatic cancer and 1 patient diagnosed with uterine and ovarian cancer over 3 months, and 3 patients who underwent

an immunological test by blood test A study was conducted to improve the cancer. Two patients with pancreatic cancer (67 years old female, 51

years old female) were continuously given nutritional therapy and hyperthermia for about 4 to 8 months. , CA19-9 also showed a high trend of

improvement (Figures 1 and 2). A patient with uterine and ovarian cancer (53-year-old female) was given nutritional and hyperthermic therapy for

3 months, followed by a cancer marker test. As a result, the P53 antibody level showed a high tendency to improve (Figure 3). The hyperthermia

allowed blood flow to the peripheral blood vessels to return smoothly and to send sufficient enzymes and nutrients to the cells of the body.

Therefore, it could be inferred that oxygen is supplied to cells and nutrients at the molecular level, centered on amino acids, which are materials for

hormones, are supplied to our body, which promotes cell repair function and activation of immune cells, leading to the improvement of diseases. .
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In conclusion, the human body is like a kind of chemical device, and thousands of chemical reactions are required for growth and proliferation,

and as a result of these thousands of chemical reactions, the main components of cells are made. This is called “ambassador”. It was judged that

the conditions that promote this metabolism, that is, “heat” and “nutrition”, can be supplied smoothly to raise immunity and enhance self-healing

power.

Ryukyu Onnetsu therapy is established on two types of therapy, “Nutrition therapy” based on the molecular physiological nutrition and “Onnetsu

therapy” using trace gamma-ray. Ryukyu Onnetus therapy suggests very simple therapeutic concept of “Stimulating metabolism by heat and

nutrition to increase the immunity”. It's efficacy and safety has been proved via nutrition education and Onnetsu therapy on more than 20,000

patients for 14 years until now. The objective of this study was to reconfirm the achievements of Ryukyu Onnetsu therapy, “Molecular physiological

nutrition + Onnetus therapy” via blood test results. “Nutrition therapy” and “Onnetsu therapy” has been performed on 2 patients diagnosed of

pancreatic cancer and 1 patient diagnosed of ovarian and uterine cancers for 3 months to see the improvement of the relevant cancer on those 3

patients through the immunoassay by blood tests. When nutrition therapy and Onnetus therapy were performed on 2 pancreatic cancer patients

(2 females, 67 years old and 51 years old each) for approximately 4-8 months. In the blood test, the cancer marker, CEA value was increased

together with improvements in SCC and CA19-9 (Figs. 1, 2). The same was done on the patient with ovarian and uterine cancer (Female, 53 years

old) for 3 months and significant improvement in the p53 antibody index was observed in the cancer marker test (Fig. 3). Onnetsu therapy has

enabled the smooth blood circulation till the peripheral vessels to send enough enzymes and nutritions to the cells of the whole body. This

provides oxygen to the cells as well as molecular level of nutritions around amino acids which are the components of hormones. Therefore, it is

estimated to lead to the improvement of disease by stimulating the cellular restoration function and activation of immune cells. In conclusion,

thousands of chemical reactions are required for the growth and proliferation of human body such as a certain chemical device which leads to the

creation of major components of cells. It is called, “metabolism”. It is considered that the sufficient supply of “Heat” and “Nutrition” which

stimulates the metabolism enhances the immunity as well as self-therapeutic capability.
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